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“PERSISTENT IN PRAYER THROUGH DIFFICULT TIMES”
II Chronicles 20:12
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CHRISTIAN COMMITTEE OF CONCERN
PRAYER FOR MINISTRIES RETREAT 2023

(Your input is invaluable to us as we plan and pray for future events.)

Our objectives for Prayer Retreat were to provide an atmosphere where you could experience the following...

A. God's presence and deeper walk with Him.

B. Rich fellowship, friendship building and sense of team.

C. Rest and renewal.

D. The joy of the Lord and fun!

1. What was your favorite thing about the Prayer Retreat

Comment: ___________________________________________________________________________

2. What would you suggest doing differently next year?

Comment: ___________________________________________________________________________

3. What was the highlight of the Retreat for you?

Comments: ___________________________________________________________________________

4. What suggestions do you have for future prayer retreat topics?

Comments: ___________________________________________________________________________

5. What was the most beneficial aspect of the conference?

Comments: __________________________________________________________________________

6. Please indicate your overall satisfaction with this conference: ______________________________________

7. Would you recommend this conference to others? Yes  ______ Maybe _______ No  ________

8. How would you rate the communications before and during the retreat?
(lowest (1), highest (5)  1 ____2  ____ 3 ____  4 _____  5 ______Please check one (P)

9. Have you enjoyed this location the last 2 years. Yes ____ No____ . If No state why? _____________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

10. Would you consider this location for future events. Yes ____ No____  

11. How can we serve you better through the year 2018? ____________________________________________

12. The prayer retreat committee members pray that you can go home “Rejoicing In Hope”

13. The Christian Committee of Concern Prayer for Ministries Retreat have a website now.  Please visit it and let 

us know what you think.  https://www.cccprayer.com Please visit and leave a message. 

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments.
Please use the back side to add any additional comments.

https://www.cccprayer.com/
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